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ON THREE LATTICES THAT BELONG 
TO EVERY SEMIGROUP 
ROBERT SULKA 
Dedicated to Academician Stefan Schwarz on the occasion of his 70th birthday 
In paper [6] three kinds of nilpotency were introduced. By means of them we 
define three lattices which are subsets of the Boolean (P(S), cz) of a semigroup S. 
Some properties of these lattices were found. For example it is proved that two of 
these lattices are complete and one of them is complemented. 
We give conditions for a subset M of a semigroup S to belong to these lattices. It 
is proved that all ideals, (m, n)-ideals and (m, /i)-quasiideals of a semigroup are 
elements of all these lattices. 
In the case of cyclic semigroups we describe all elements of these lattices. 
In the last section we are dealing with these lattices of subsemigroups of 
a semigroup. 
Basic definitions and properties 
In paper [6] the following definitions are introduced (see also [4] and [1]). 
Definition 1. Lef S be a semigroup, Mcz S and x eS. 
a) If there exists a positive integer n()(x) such that x
n e M holds for all positive 
integers n^n()(x), then x will be called strongly M-potent. The set of all strongly 
M-potent elements of S will be denoted by N{(M). 
b) If x" eM holds for infinitely many positive integers n, then x will be called 
weakly M-potent. The set of all weakly M-potent elements of S will be denoted by 
N2(M). 
c) If x" e M holds for at least one positive integer n, then x will be called almost 
M-potent. The set of all almost M-potent elements of S will be denoted by N3(M). 
d) Let J be a (two-sided) ideal of S such that J cz N,(M) holds. Then J will be 
called a strong M-ideal. If J czN2(M), fhen J will be called a weak M-ideal. The 
union of all strong M-ideals will be denoted by R'f(M) and the union of all weak 
M-ideals will be denoted by Kf(M) . 
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If M (^ S, M, cz S and M^ cz S, then the following statements are true (see [6]): 
(i) N , ( M ) c N , ( M ) c J V , ( M ) . 
(ii) // M, c z M , then N,(M,) cz N,(M.) for i= I, 2, 3. 
(iii) Nl(MinM,)=N](Ml)nNl(M^). 
(iv) N 1 ( M , u M : ) = N , ( M , ) u N : ( M : ) . 
(v) N , ( u { M , | i e / } ) = u { N , ( M , ) | i e / } . 
(vi) R ? ( M , n M : ) = R t ( M , ) n R * ( M O . 
It is easy to prove the following Lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let M, cz S and N{(M,) = N2(M,) for i=l,2. Then N ( M , u M 0 = 
N . ( M , u M | 
P r o o f , (i), (iv), the assumptions of Lemma 1 and (ii) imply 
N , ( M , u M : ) c z N . ( M l u M : ) = N : ( M , ) u N , ( M O = 
= N , ( M , ) u N , ( M . ) c z N , ( M , u M : ) . 
Hence N , ( M , u M , ) = N , ( M , u M : ) . 
Similarly one can prove the following two Lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Let M, cz S and N,(M.) = /V,(Mf) for a// i e / . Then N , ( u { M , | i e /}) = 
N . ( u { M , | / e Z } ) . 
Lemma 3. Lef M, cz S and N2(M,) = N,(M,) for a// / e / . Then N^(u{ M, \i e /}) = 
N , ( u { M , | i e / } ) . 
Lemma 4. Let M, cz S and Nl(M,) = N2(M,) for i=l,2. Then N (M{nM^) = 
N ^ ( M , n M , ) . 
P r o o f . From the assumptions of Lemma 4, from (iii), (i) and (ii) it follows that 
NiMl)nN2(M^) = Nl(Ml)nNl(M2) = 
= N , ( M , n M O c : N : ( M 1 n M , ) c z N , ( M , ) n N : ( M , ) . 
Hence N{(M{nM2) = N : ( M , n M : ) . 
Similarly we can prove 
Lemma 5. Le t M, cz S and JV,(MI) = N,(M,) for i=l,2. Then N , ( M , n M > 
N , ( M , n M > ) . 
Lemma 6. Let M cz S, Mi cz S and M2 cz S. Then the following statements hold: 
(i) R * ( M ) c z R * ( M ) , R * ( M ) c z N , ( M ) , R * ( M ) cz N 2 (M) . 
(ii) HM.czM:, then R * ( M , ) c z R * ( M : ) for i= 1,2. 
(iii) /f N , ( M ) = N 2 (M) , then R f ( M ) = R * ( M ) . 
P r o o f , (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Definition 1. 
If N , ( M ) = N 2 (M) , then for every ideal J the relation JczN,(M) holds iff 
JczN^(M). Using Definition 1, this implies (iii). 
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Corollary. Let M,czS and Nl(Mi) = N2(Mi) for i = 1,2. Then R1(M>) = R*(M,) 
for i = 1,2, JRf(M,nM2) = JR?(M,nM2) and _Rf(M,uM2) = K?(M,uM2) . 
The proof follows from Lemmas 6, 4 and 1. 
Lemma 7. Lef M,czS and K*(M;) = K*(M,) /"or i = l , 2 . Then JRf(M,nM2) = 
Kf(M,nM 2) . 
The proof of Lemma 7 is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 
Let (P(S), cz) be the Boolean of S. 
Lemmas 1—7 imply 
Theorem 1. Lef S be a semigroup, 
.!V12 = {MczS|N1(M) = N2(M)}, .jV,3={MczS|N,(M) = N3(M)}, 
•̂ 23 = {MczS|N2(M) = N3(M)} and <3l = {MczS|Kf(M) = K*(M)}. 
Then the following statements hold: 
a) 0 and S are contained in .jV,2, .jV,3, .jV23 and £%. 
b) .jVn cz .jV,2cz^ and / , 3 c J 2 3 . 
c) (.^12, cz) IS a lattice. 
d) (./V,3, cz) i s a complete lattice. 
e) (jV23, cz) i sa complete lattice. 
0 (3#, c=) i sa lower semilattice. 
g) (.^12, n , u ) /s a sublattice of (P(S), n , u ) . 
h) (.7V13, n , u ) is a sublattice of (.jV,2, n , u ) . 
i) (.jVn, n , u ) is a sublattice of (N2i, A , U ) . 
j) («̂ Vi3, cz) /s a complete upper subsemilattice of (P(S), cz). 
k) (̂ V23, CZ) is a complete upper subsemilattice of (P(S), cz). 
1) (/V,2, n , u ) i s a distributive lattice. 
m) (.JV|3, n , u ) is a distributive lattice. 
n) (31, n ) is a lower subsemilattice of (P(S), n ) . 
Lemmas 1—7 and (iii)—(vi) imply 
Theorem 2. Lef S be a semigroup. Then the following statements are true: 
a) The mappingNl2: <JVI2, n , u ) - * ( P ( S ) , n , u ) , Nl2(M) = N{(M) = N2(M) is 
a homomorphism. 
b) The mapping N„: (,jV,3, n , u)- ->(P(S) , n , u ) , Nl,(M) = Ni(M) = N,(M) is 
a homomorphism. It preserves infinite joins (set-theoretical unions). 
c) The mapping N23: (.TV23, u ) - > ( P ( S ) , u ) , N23(M) = N2(M) = N,(M) is 
a homomorphism. It preserves infinite joins (set-theoretical unions). 




I et N be the set of all positive integeis. 
If S = (a) is a cyclic semigroup generated by the element a and J(x) is the 
principal two-sided ideal generated by an element x e S, then x = a'° for some 
/ / „ G N and J (</"") = {a"\n ^ / / „ } . 
Theorem 3. Let 0± Mcz S and S = (a) he a cyclic semigroup, gcnciatcd by the 
clement a. Then M e . V , , iff there exists an clement x e S such that J(x) (= M holds. 
Proo f , a) Let N}(M) = N^(M) hold. Since M=£ 0, there exists a positive integer 
k such that ak e M is true. Hence we have a e N^(M) = N{(M). This implies the 
existence of a positive integer /i„ such that for all positive integers // ^ //„ the 
relation a" e M holds. This means that J (a"") = {a"\n ^ //„} cz M. 
b) Let the relation J(a"°)= {a"\n ^t/«,} cz M hold. Let z be an arbitrary element 
of S = (a). Then z = aK holds for some positive integer k. Since J(O"")czM, we 
have a" e M for all positive integers // ^ //„. Hence we have also z" = (ak)" e M for 
all positive integers / / ^ / / „ . This means that zeN\(M). In this way we get that 
N{(M) = S. Hence by (f) N , ( M ) = N , ( M ) . 
R e m a r k . The condition J ( x ) c z M is equivalent to the condition that M contains 
an ideal. 
Theorem 4. Let M cz S and S= (a) he a cyclic semigroup. Then M e . V r ///' either 
the relation a" e M holds only for a finite number of positive integers n or J(x) cz M 
for some x e S. 
P r o o f . If the relation a" e M holds only for a finite number of positive integers 
//, then the condition N{(M)= N2(M) is satisfied. Therefore it is sufficient to 
consider subsets M of S satisfying the relation a" e M for infinitely many positive 
integers //. 
a) Let N}(M) = N^(M) and let a" e M hold for infinitely many positive integers 
//. Then a e N2(M) = N{(M) and we get that J ( x ) c z M as in the first part of the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
b) Let J(a"")= {a"\n ^ / /„} cz M (then clearly a" e M holds for infinitely many 
positive integers / / ) . From the second part of the proof of Theorem 3 we know that 
N{(M) = S. From this and (i) we get that N>(M) = N2(M). 
If S is a cyclic semigroup of infinite order, we can formulate Theorem 4 as 
follows: 
Theorem 4a. Let M cz S and S = (a) be a cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Then 
Me.V',2 iff cither M is a finite subset of S or J ( x ) c z M for an element x e S. 
Let S = {a, r r , ..., a\ t/' + l, ..., a'f"' '} be a cyclic semigroup of finite order with 
index r and with period m (see [1] and [3]). Denote G = {</', a'f' a'¥m '} the 
maximal subgroup of S and P = {</, a2, ..., a' ' } . In such semigroup the condition 
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J(x)cz M is equivalent to the condition G cz M. This follows from the fact that lor 
all positive integers n{) the inclusion GczJ(</"') holds and G = J(a). 
Hence we have 
Theorem 3a. Let 0^h M c z S and S = (a) be a cyclic semigroup of finite order. 
Then M e . V n iff G c M . 
If S=(a) is a cyclic semigroup of finite order, then the condition that the 
relation a" e M holds only for a finite number of positive integers is equivalent to 
the condition Mcz P. 
This implies 
Theorem 4b. Lef Mcz S and S = (a) be a cyclic semigroup of finite order. Then 
M e ./V,2 iff either M cz P or G cz M. 
Theorem 5. Let S be a semigroup and M c z S . Then M G . V 2 , iff M c z N ^ ( M ) . 
P r o o f , a) Let Me./V2, i.e. N2(M) = N,(M). Since M c z N , ( M ) we have M cz 
N2(M). 
b) Let M c z N 2 ( M ) . If xeN^M), then for a positive integer m we have 
x'" = y e M. Since Mcz N2(M), there exists a strictly increasing sequence (kn)'„ , of 
positive integers kn such that y
k" e M i.e. xmk" e M for all neN. This means that 
xeN2(M) and we have N , ( M ) cz N 2 ( M ) . Since by (i) N 2 ( M ) cz N , ( M ) , we get 
N2(M) = N,(M) i.e. Me.N\,. 
Theorem 6. Let S be a semigroup and M c z S . Then M c z N 2 ( M ) iff for every 
x e M there exists a positive integer n > 1 such that x" eM. 
P r o o f , a) Let Mcz N2(M). If x e M, then JC e N2(M) and there exists a positive 
integer n>\ such that JC" e M . 
b) If for every xeM there exists a positive integer n > 1 such that x" e M, then 
for every xe M there exists a sequence of positive integers kn > \ such that x, x
k,k\ 
xk^k\ ..., xk^-k", ... belong to M i.e. xeN2(M). Hence M c z N 2 ( M ) . 
Theorems 5 and 6 imply the following 
Corollary. Let S be a semigroup and x eS. Let (kn)n=i be a sequence of positive 
integers kn>\ and M= {x, x
k\ J C * ' \ ..., xk^-\ . . .} . Then M e . f e . 
Lemma 8. Let S be a semigroup and x an element of S of infinite order. Let 




M , = {ЈC, xk\xk'k\...,xk<k> •"»,...} 
M2 = {x,x
r',xr'\...,xrл - ' - , . . . } . 
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Proof . Let / be the least index such that k, 9- r, holds. Suppose that k,<r,. Then 
jcfc«k2-fc.-GM, but **•*--
fc'£M2. 
Theorem 7. If the semigroup S contains at least one element of infinite order, the 
card .V23 ^ 2*". 
Proof. Let At be the system of all sets M = {x, xk{, xk{k\ ..., xk{k^ k", ...} where 
(k„),7-1 is a sequence of positive integers k„ > 1. By Lemma 8 we have card At = 2K". 
Corollary of Theorems 5 and 6 implies Mc./f2^ therefore card .lV2^2*«. 
Corollary. Lef S = (a) be a cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Then card . V-n = 
The proof follows from Theorem 7 and from the fact that card P(S) = 2K". 
Now we can prove that the sets ./V,2, ./Vn, ./V23, * and P(S) may be distinct. This 
follows from the foregoing Theorems and their Corollaries. 
E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Then A = 
{a}e./VI2 but A £./V23 and A £ JVI3, because N\(A) = N2(A) = 0 but N,(A) = A j= 0. 
Hence ./Vl2=£./V23 and ./V,2-£./Vn. Moreover N 3 (A)= {«} is neither an ideal in 5 nor 
it contains an ideal. Therefore i?f(A) = R2
<(A) = 0 i.e. Ae$l. Hence we have 
Ae°Jl but A<(:.fV23 i.e. a=£./V23. Moreover A^./V23 implies that ./V2,^-P(S). 
Let B = S\{tf" |peN, p is prime}. Then Kf(B) = S\{«} =£ S = R%B). Hence 
B^S? and we have $l±P(S). 
By Corollary of Theorems 5 and 6 M = {a2k\k e N} e./V2, but M^./Vn since 
« £ N\(M) but a eNi(M). Therefore ./V23-£./V,3. Now we shall prove that Me Jl but 
M<j..VI2. Clearly a e N2(M) but a<j.N,(M), therefore M^.lVI2. On the other hand 
Me./V2i and N2(M) = N3(M) = {«}uM, but this is neither an ideal of S nor it 
contains an ideal of S. Hence K*(M) = K?(M) = 0 i.e. M e * . We have 3l±XX2. 
Moreover Me 01, M$.K\2 imply M € * , M^./V,3. Hence S?=£./V,,. 
Some other properties 
In the following example it will be shown that (./V,2, cz) need not be a complete 
lattice. 
E x a m p l e . Let S = ( a ) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order generated by a. 
Let M,=-{a2i} for all ieN. Denote M = u { M , | i e N } . Then clearly N\(M,) = 
N2(Mt) = 0 for all ieN. On the other hand aeN2(M) but a^N\(M), hence 
N\(M) =5-= N2(M). This means that the union of infinitely many elements of ,/V,2 does 
not belong to ,/V,2. Moreover we shall prove that in (.A^, cz) the sup {M,|i e N} = 
v{M, | / eN} does not exist. 
Let tfE,/V,2 and A Z D M . Since aeN\(M), we have aeN\(A) and A contains 
a set {ak\k^n()}, where n()eN. Now it is easy to see that every upper bound A of 
Min (~V|2, cz) is of the form A =Mu{a
k\k ^n0}, where nt)e N. But the system of 
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all these upper bounds of M has no minimal element. This implies that (lV,2, cz) is 
not a complete lattice. 
Theorem 8. Let S be a semigroup. Then (.lV ,2, n , u ) is a complemented lattice. 
P r o o f . We prove it indirectly. Let Me.lV,, i.e. N{(M) = N?(M) and S\M^.S'^ 
i.e. N{(S\M)±N2(S\M). Since N , ( S \ M ) cz N 2 ( S \ M ) and NX(S\M)± N?(S\M) 
there exists an JC such that x e N2(S\M) but J C £ N , ( S \ M ) . NOW x^N^(S\M) 
implies that JC G N2(M) = N\(M). However j c e N , ( M ) and x e N2(S\M) cannot 
hold. We have got a contradiction. Hence S \ M e . V , 2 . 
Corollary. Let S be a semigroup. Then (N,2(./V|2), n , u ) is a complemented 
lattice. 
The proof follows from the fact that N l 2 : (./Vl2, n , u ) - » ( P ( S ) , n , u ) is 
a homomorphism. 
In the next example it will be shown that (./V'n, n , u ) need not be a com-
plemented lattice. 
E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Let M = 
{an\n>n0}, where n0eN. Then clearly Me./V l 3 but S\M = {a
k\k ^ n{)) <£.lV,3 by 
Theorem 3 . 
In the following example it will be shown that (.Vn , cz ) need not be a complete 
sublattice of (P(S), cz) . 
E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order . Let Mk = 
{a}u{an\n ^ k} for all keN. Then clearly M^e./V,3 for all keN but 
n { M , | k 6 N } = {a}^./Vn . 
Theorem 9. Let S be a semigroup. Then (N,3(./VI3), n , u ) is a complemented 
lattice. 
P r o o f . First we prove that A = S\N^(M) is a union of cyclic semigroups. If 
JC" G N 1 3 ( M ) = N 3 ( M ) , then JC G N 3 (M) = N, 3 (M) . Hence JC G A implies ( J C ) C Z A . 
Next we show that N^(A) = A. Clearly N 3 ( A ) Z D A . If J C G N 3 ( A ) , then infinitely 
many powers JC" belong to A , because A is a union of cyclic semigroups . From this 
follows that JC £ Nn(M) (i.e. x e A) since JC G Nn(M) = N{(M) implies that almost 
all powers JC" are contained in Mcz N, 3 (M) . Hence JC G N^(A) implies that JC G A i.e. 
N 3 ( A ) c z A . We got N,(A) = A. 
Now we prove that N, (A ) = A . Clearly N, (A ) cz N^(A ) = A, therefore N, (A ) cz 
A . Since A is a union of cyclic semigroups, N , ( A ) Z D A holds. We have N\(A) = 
A = N,(A), therefore A = Nl3(A) e N13(.fV13). 
We got the following results: N 1 3 ( M ) G N , 3 ( . T V I 3 ) , NU^) = A GNn( .yVn) , 
N , 3 ( M ) u N , 3 ( A ) = S and NUM)nN„(A) = 0. This means that (N,3( ./Vn) , n , u ) 
is a complemented lattice. 
In the following example it will be shown that in the complete lattice (.V^- cz) 
even the finite meets need not be set-theoretical intersections. 
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E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order. If M, = 
{a}u{a2'\i e N} and M 2 = {a
2' l\ie N } , then M, e.V2, and M 2 e . y \ i by Theorem 5 
and 6. But M{nM2 = {a} £./V2,. Hence M , A M 2 = 0 . 
From the following example we shall see that the complete lattice (V \ , , gz) need 
not be complemented. 
E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Let M! = 
{ap\p e N , p = 1 or p is a prime} and M 2 = [a
n\n e N , n^ 1, t* is not a p r ime) . 
Then M, £.y 2 , since N,(Ml) = Ml but N 2 ( M , ) = {a} . By Theorem 5 and 6, M 2 e . V \ , 
because M2 contains with every element a" e M2 also its power (a")
2 = a2". 
Now we have M , u M 2 = S and M , n M 2 = 0. We want to find an K G.VM such that 
M , u K = S and M 2 A K = 0 . 
The condition M 2 u K = S implies K =2 M L By Theorem 6, the conditions K e . y ^ 
and K =2 Mi imply that for the element a e M, there has to exist a sequence (nk)k ,, 
nk eN such that T={a"
l"\ ..., < / " ' " " ' , . . .}czK holds. But then M . n K =2 T=£ 0 and 
by Theorem 6 Te./V^. Hence M 2 A K ^ 0. We see that M 2 e .V 2 , has no complement 
in ( . \ ^ , cz), therefore ( .VM, c ) is not complemented. 
In the following example it is shown that the mapping N 1 2 : (.V,2, n , u ) — • 
(P(S), n , u ) need not preserve infinite joins and infinite meets. 
E x a m p l e . Let S be the free semigroup generated by the set {0, a}u{bk\k eN} 
and by the relations 0 • 0 = 0 • a = a • 0 = 0 • bk = bk • 0 = a • bk = bk a = 0 for all k eN 
and bk • b{ = fy bk = 0 for all k, I e N , k ± I. 
a) Let Mk = {a
k}u(bk) for all k e N. Clearly N , ( M » = N 2 ( M » = ( O » = 
N]2(Mk), hence Mk e./VI2. 
We have u { M , | k e N} = (a)u(u{ (bk) |k e N}) = S \{0} . Moreover 
N , ( u { M , | k e N } ) = N 2 ( u { M , | k G N } ) = 
= (a)u(u{(bk)\k e N}) = S\{()} = Nl2(u{Mk\k e N}), 
hence u{Mk\k e N} e.N']2. 
On the other hand we get M = u { N 1 2 ( M » | k e N} = u { (bk) |k e /V} 9- S \{0} , 
N , ( M ) = N 2 (M) = M = N 1 2 (M) i.e. u { N 1 2 ( M » | k e N} = M e NI2(.ATI2). 
Hence N 1 2 ( u { M , | k e N}) = S\{0} =£ u { N l 2 ( M » | k e N } . 
b ) L e t L , = { c i , ' | i ^ k } u < f t » f o r a l l k e N. Then N , ( L » = N2(Lk)= (a)u(bk) = 
Nl2(Lk), hence Lk e.V|2 . 
Moreover n { L , | k e N } = 0 and N , (0 ) = N 2 (0) = 0 = N n ( 0 ) imply that 
n { L , | k 6 N } G . / V , 2 and Nl2(n{Lk\k e N}) = 0. 
On the other hand n { N 1 2 ( L » | k e N} = (a). But Nl((a)) = N2((a))= (a) = 
N 1 2 « c i » means that n { N 1 2 ( L » | k e N} e N,2(./V,2). 
Hence N I 2 ( n { L , |k e N}) = 0+ (a) = n { N 1 2 ( L » | k e N}. 
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Subsets that belong to JV,3 or to JV23 
We shall prove that if a subset M of a semigroup S satisfies some conditions, then 
M belongs to JV,3 or to JV23. 
Lemma 1 of [6] implies that every subsemigroup of a semigroup S belongs to 
./V-,. 
From Lemma 2 of [6] it follows that every left ideal, right ideal and two-sided 
ideal of a semigroup S belongs to JV13 (hence it belongs also to ./V12 and JV23). 
Let S be a semigroup, M cz S and M=£ 0. We consider the following conditions: 
(1) M" S M"czM, 
(2) M"' S n S M"czM, 
where m, n are fixed nonnegative integers, not both equal 0 and for m = 0 or n = 0, 
M° be the empty symbol. We say that M satisfies condition (1) or (2), respectively, 
for the pair (m, n). 
R e m a r k . If M satisfies condition (1) or (2) for the pair (m, n), it also satisfies 
this condition for the pair (p, q), p^m, q^n (see [2]). 
Lemma 9. If M satisfies condition (1), then N{(M) = N^(M). 
Proof, a) N,(M)czN3(M). 
b) If x e Ni(M), then there exists a positive integer k, such that xk e M holds. In 
view of condition (1) we have xk(m+n)+peM for all peN. Hence N3(M)czN,(M). 
Lemma 10. If M satisfies condition (2) it satisfies also condition (1) (see [2]). 
Proof. Evidently MmSMnc=M
mS and M r"SM"czSM". Hence M'"SM"cz 
MmSnSMnczM. Hence (2) implies (1). 
Corollary. If M satisfies condition (2), then N|(M) = N3(M). 
Further let us consider the condition 
(3) SmMnMS" czM, where m, n are fixed positive integers. We say that M 
satisfies condition (3) for the pair (m, n). 
Lemma 11. If M satisfies condition (3) for some pair (m, n), then it satisfies 
condition (3) for every pair (p, q), p^m, q^n. 
Proof. We have S"MnMSq czS'"MnMS" czM. 
Lemma 12. If M satisfies condition (3) for some pair (m, n), then NX(M) = 
N,(M). 
Proof, a) N,(M)cz N,(M). 
b) If m ^ n and M satisfies condition (3) for the pair (m, n), then M also satisfies 
this condition for the pair (m, m) and for every pair (m + 1 , m + t), teN. 
Let J C G N 3 ( M ) i.e. x
k e M for some positive integer k. Then the relation 
Sm+,MnMSm+' ^M, teN implies that JC*+" ,+ 'eM for every r eN i.e. JC e N{(M). 
We have obtained that N3(M)czN,(M). Hence N,(M) = N,(M). 
From the foregoing Lemmas we have 
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Theorem 10. Let S be a semigroup. All subsets MczS that satisfy some of the 
conditions (1), (2), (3) are elements of JVI3. 
Corollary. Lef S be a semigroup. Then all (m, n)-ideals and all (m, n)-quasiide-
als of S are elements of ./V*,3. 
The Corollary follows immediatelly from definitions (see [2] and [5]). 
Lemma 13. Let S be a semigroup, A cz S, B ^ S and let AB cz A n B . 
Then N2(AB) = N2(AnB) = N3(AnB) = (N3(AB). 
Proof, a) First we prove that N2(AB) = N2(AnB). Evidently N2(AB)cz 
N2(AnB) since AB^AnB. Now let xeN2(AnB). Then for infinitely many 
k eN we have JC* eAnB i.e. for infinitely many keN there is xk e A and JC* e B. 
This implies that for infinitely many k we have x2k e AB i.e. JC e N2(AB). Hence 
N 2(AnB)czN 2(AB). 
b) Similarly it can be proved that N3(AB) = N3(AnB). 
c) It remains to prove that N3(AB) = N2(AB). It is sufficient to prove that 
N3(AB)czN2(AB) because we know that N2(AB) cz N3(AB). 
Let JC e N3(AB). Then there exists a keN such that JC* e AB. We shall prove that 
JC"* e AB for all neN. This statement is true for n = \. Suppose that JC"* e AB cz 
AnB. Then xnkeA. But JC* e A B c z A n B implies jc*eB. Therefore x<" +
 l)k = 
xnk -xk eAB. We have JC"* e AB for all neN i.e. xeN2(AB). We have proved that 
N3(AB)czN2(AB). This together with N2(AB)czN3(AB) gives N2(AB) = 
N3(AB). 
Theorem 11. Lef S be a semigroup, AczS, B^S and AB^AnB. Then 
ABeJf23, AnBeJf23 and N23(AB) = N23(AnB). 
Subsemigroups 
Let S be a semigroup, S' a subsemigroup of S and M' cz S'. Then N[(M') will be 
the set of all strongly M'-potent elements of S', N2(M') will be the set of all weakly 
M'-potent elements of S' and N3(M') will be the set of all almost M'-potent 
elements of S'. 
We have the following 
Lemma 14. Let S be a semigroup, S' a subsemigroup of S and MczS. Then 
N',(S'nM) = Ni(M)nS' holds for i= 1,2, 3. 
Proof, a) If JC e N[(S'nM), then JC" e S 'nMcz M for almost all n e N and xeS' 
hold. This means that J C G N I ( M ) and xeS', hence JC e N , ( M ) n S ' . Therefore 
N[(S'nM)^Nl(M)nS' is valid. 
b) If JC e N , ( M ) n S ' , then JC eN,(M) and xeS'. This implies that JC" eM for 
almost all n e N and JC e S'. Since S' is a subsemigroup, JC" e S' holds for all neN. 
Hence we get JC" e MnS' for almost all neN and xeS' i.e. JC e N i (S 'nM) . 
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For the cases i = 2 and 3 the proofs are similar. 
Corollary. Let S be a semigroup, S' a subsemigroup of S and M c S ' . Then 
N\(M) = N(M)nS' for i = 1, 2, 3. 
Using the notations X[2= {M^S'\N[(M)=N'2(M)}, .jV13 = {MczS'|NJ(M) = 
N'3(M)} and .fV23= {MczS' |N2(M) = N3(M)}, we get 
Lemma 15. Let S be a semigroup, S' be a subsemigroup of S and MczS' . If 
Me,/V23, then Me.jV23. 
Proof. Let MczS ' and Me.jV23 i.e. N2(M) = N',(M). If J C G N 3 ( M ) , then there 
exists n e N such that JC" e Mcz S'. This means that JC" e N>(M) = N'2(M). There-
fore xnm = (xn)m eM holds for infinitely many meN i.e. xeN2(M). We have 
proved that N3(M)czN2(M). This, together with N2(M)czN3(M) gives N2(M) = 
N,(M) i.e. Me.fV23. 
A subsemigroup S' of a semigroup S is called isolated if xn eS' implies JC e S' for 
all JCGS. 
Lemma 16. Let S be a semigroup, S' an isolated subsemigroup of S and M c S ' . 
Then the following statements hold: 
a) If MeJf\>, then Me.jV13. 
b) If MeJf\2, then Me.jV12. 
Proof, a) Let M c S' and Me.fVl3 i.e. N[(M) = N;(M). If JC e N,(M), then there 
exists neN such that jc"eMczS' . But since S' is an isolated subsemigroup, we 
have j ceS ' and JC"GM, hence JC G N 3 ( M ) = N , ' ( M ) . Therefore x
meM holds for 
almost all m e N i.e. JC G N I ( M ) . We have obtained N3(M) cz N{(M) what together 
with N,(M)czN3(M) gives NX(M) = N,(M). This means that MeJV,3. 
The proof of b) is similar. 
Theorem 12. Lef S be a semigroup and S' a subsemigroup of S. Then the 
following statements hold: 
a) JV;3cJV23. 
b) If S' is an isolated subsemigroup, then ./Vi2cz.7Vl2 and ^VJ3CZJVI3. 
c) The complete lattice (,jV23, cz) is a complete sublattice of the complete lattice 
d) If S' is an isolated subsemigroup, then the lattice (N\2, n , u ) is a sublattice 
of the lattice (.jV12, n , u ) . 
e) If S' is an isolated subsemigroup, then the complete lattice (-jVi3, cz) is 
a complete sublattice of the complete lattice (JV!3, cz). 
The proof follows from the foregoing Lemmas and Theorem 1. 
The following example illustrates that if S' is not an isolated subsemigroup of S, 
then neither ./VJ2cz./Vi2 nor jVi3cz.jVi3 need be true. 
E x a m p l e . Let S = (a) be the cyclic semigroup of infinite order. Let S' = M = 
{a2k\keN}. Then N\(M) = N'2(M) = N',(M) = M = S' i.e. MeJf\2 and Me./V;3. 
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On the other hand a^Nx(M) but aeN2(M) and aeN^(M). Hence 
N,(M)-£JV2(M) and Ni(M)±N,(M) i.e. M£.IVI2 and M^./V,,. 
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О ТРЕХ СТРУКТУРАХ, ПРИНАДЛЕЖАЩИХ ВСЯКОЙ ПОЛУГРУППЕ 
КоЬег! §и1ка 
Р е з ю м е 
С помощью понятия нильпотентности определены три структуры, элементы которых принад­
лежат булеану (Р(5), с ) полугруппы 5. Доказываются некоторые свойства этих структур. Так 
две из этих структур являются полными и одна из них является структурой с дополнениями. 
Показывается, что все (т, п) - идеалы и все (т, п) - квазиидеалы содержатся во всех трех этих 
структурах. Изучаются тоже эти структуры в случае циклических полугрупп и в случае подполу­
групп полугруппы. 
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